
Wildswept: Seven of the Circle of Ceridwen
Saga
A Journey of Magic, Danger, and Self-Discovery

Wildswept: Seven of the Circle of Ceridwen Saga is a captivating fantasy
novel that follows the journey of seven extraordinary individuals as they
navigate a world of magic, danger, and self-discovery. Set in the untamed
wilderness of the Ceridwen Forest, this epic tale weaves together elements
of high fantasy, coming-of-age, and the power of friendship.
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Meet the Seven of the Circle

Aella: A skilled archer and tracker, Aella is determined to protect her
home and loved ones.
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Brogan: A powerful warrior with a troubled past, Brogan seeks
redemption and acceptance.

Caelan: A gifted healer with a compassionate spirit, Caelan yearns for
a world free of suffering.

Elara: A cunning rogue with a thirst for knowledge, Elara seeks both
adventure and enlightenment.

Gareth: A wise and enigmatic mage, Gareth guides the Circle with his
vast wisdom and unwavering belief in their destiny.

Liana: A proud and independent enchantress, Liana harnesses the
power of nature to heal and defend.

Rowan: A fierce and loyal warrior, Rowan is fiercely protective of those
she loves.

A Quest for Destiny

As the story unfolds, the Seven of the Circle are drawn together by a
mysterious prophecy that foretells of their role in shaping the fate of the
Ceridwen Forest. Together, they embark on a perilous quest to find the
legendary Circle of Ceridwen, an ancient artifact said to hold the power to
control the forces of magic.

Along the way, they face countless challenges that test their courage,
loyalty, and belief in themselves. They must battle fearsome creatures,
overcome treacherous obstacles, and navigate a treacherous political
landscape.

Themes of the Saga



The Power of Friendship: The Circle of Ceridwen is a testament to
the enduring power of friendship. Through their shared experiences
and unwavering support for one another, they overcome seemingly
insurmountable obstacles.

The Importance of Self-Discovery: As the Seven of the Circle
embark on their quest, they not only discover the true nature of their
own powers but also the depths of their own hearts. They learn to
embrace their strengths, confront their weaknesses, and grow into the
heroes they are destined to be.

The Balance of Magic: Wildswept explores the complex and often
dangerous nature of magic. The Circle of Ceridwen must learn to
harness its power responsibly while also protecting themselves and
their world from its potential for destruction.

The Untamed Ceridwen Forest

The Circle of Ceridwen's journey unfolds in the untamed wilderness of the
Ceridwen Forest. This ancient and magical realm is home to a myriad of
creatures, both wondrous and terrifying. From towering trees to sparkling
rivers, the forest is a living, breathing entity that both challenges and
protects its inhabitants.

As the Seven of the Circle venture deeper into the forest, they encounter
sentient trees, mischievous fairies, and fearsome beasts. The forest itself
becomes a character in its own right, shaping their destiny and testing their
limits.

About the Author



Wildswept: Seven of the Circle of Ceridwen Saga was written by acclaimed
fantasy author E.K. Johnston. Johnston is known for her vivid storytelling,
complex characters, and thought-provoking themes. Her other works
include the New York Times bestseller The Story of Owen: Dragon Slayer
of Trondheim and the Nebula Award-winning novel The Afterward.
A Captivating and Unforgettable Fantasy

Wildswept: Seven of the Circle of Ceridwen Saga is a captivating and
unforgettable fantasy that will appeal to readers of all ages. Its engaging
characters, thrilling plot, and thought-provoking themes make it a must-
read for anyone who loves a good story.

Whether you're a seasoned fantasy enthusiast or a newcomer to the genre,
Wildswept is sure to transport you to a world of magic, danger, and self-
discovery. So gather your courage, embrace the untamed wilderness, and
join the Seven of the Circle on their extraordinary quest.
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Black Widow 2024: A Comprehensive Guide to
Kelly Thompson's Vision
In 2024, Marvel Comics will release Black Widow, a new ongoing series
written by Kelly Thompson. Thompson is a critically acclaimed writer who
has...

Holy Night Viola Solo: A Haunting and Ethereal
Performance
The Holy Night viola solo is a hauntingly beautiful and ethereal
performance that captures the essence of the Christmas season.
Performed by...
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